Explo ring
obj ec ts
In this self-directed program, discover two
sculptural artworks from the Collection made
using recycled and DIY materials. Your baby will
have fun grabbing, stacking and pushing objects
in a series of games inspired by these works.
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Spectra of birds
by Madeleine Kelly

Madeleine Kelly / Spectra of birds 2014–15 / Encaustic on cardboard with paper and text / Purchased 2015 with funds from the Josephine Ulrick
and Win Schubert Diversity Foundation through the QAGOMA Foundation / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art /
© Madeleine Teresa Kelly/Copyright Agency, 2020

‘Abstract images of birds . . .
are squeezed or trapped into
the rectilinear architecture
of empty Tetra Paks. [They] are
half-bird, half-cultural object
suggesting the continual
commodification of nature.‘ 1’’
— M AD ELE INE KE LLY

Spectra of birds was inspired by the numerous
species of birds that Madeleine Kelly spotted
on her walks through West Wollongong.
Rather than using traditional materials like
stone or bronze, she made a group of 40
colourful sculptures from Tetra Pak drink
containers. Madeleine has pulled, squashed
and bent the containers, calling to mind their
disposable quality while also giving form to
the different bird species.

LEARN MORE
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 adeleine Kelly, quoted in ‘GOMA Q: Madeleine Kelly’, 30 September 2015, https://
M
blog.qagoma.qld.gov.au/goma-q-madeleine-kelly/, viewed on 27 July 2020.
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Chaar Yaar I (four friends)
By Rasheed Araeen

Rasheed Araeen / Chaar Yaar I (four friends) 1968/2014 / Wood, house paint / Purchased 2017. QAGOMA Foundation /
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art / © Rasheed Araeen

‘My work is not the work of a
genius but that of an ordinary
person. Through my work,
I hope they are inspired to do
their own work creatively.‘ 2’
— RASHEE D ARAE E N

Rasheed Araeen used DIY products such
as balsa wood and house paint to make this
playful sculpture. Chaar Yaar I is an early work
comprised of four brightly coloured, handmade
cubes that can be arranged in a variety of
ways. Rasheed originally trained as an engineer
and has a particular interest in geometry and
symmetrical forms. He considers many of
his works to be modular structures that can
undergo continual rearrangement.

LEARN MORE
2
Rasheed Araeen, in an interview with Nick Aikens, 19 December 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=589&v=jeSqTEZ0uKk&feature=emb_
title, viewed on 27 July 2020.
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Babies love to use their hands to
grab and touch! From around three
months of age, babies can usually
grasp an object and inspect it from
all angles (often before putting it in
their mouth!). Sit with your baby
and try the following activities:
Arrange a group of small kitchen utensils

Babies develop an understanding of
the distances between things as their
depth perception improves, around
six months of age. They begin to
realise that objects can be in, out,
above, underneath or next to other
things. Try these activities to engage
your baby with objects:
Stack blocks, cups or plastic containers

such as measuring cups and spoons.

close to your baby’s hands or feet so that

Your baby will enjoy reaching out and

they can be accidently knocked over.

grabbing them. Hold the objects up for
your baby and play a game of ‘give and take’.

Babies love a theatrical response and will

Make some noise together using the objects.

over and over again.

Your baby may enjoy hitting kitchen pots
with a spoon, for example.

take great pleasure in knocking the stack

Your baby may enjoy helping you stack the
objects into a tower or laying them side by
side to make a row. Try singing this song
with your baby during the game:
	Build it up
Build it up
Build it higher
Build it up, up, up
Into the sky
(Repeat)

Put it here
Put it here
All together
Put it neatly in a row
Side by side
(Repeat)
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